
Let’s sail together 

1. Sailing trainings for beginners, would you coming alone or with friends 

2. Pleasure sailing for families with children 

3. Team-building sailing for companies 

4. Yacht transportation: you’ve bought a boat and looking for a delivery skipper 

I’m organizing sailing trips all over the World. 

SAILING in my opinion…  

…is not only just a sport, active recreation, holiday, but a greatly needed special experience. 
A one-week sailing trip transforms our value judgments, we would see the world differently. 
We will do our routine with new dynamism, often re-evaluate our life so far. 

Ocean - Wind - Freedom: Ocean and wind give medium for sailing, and the sailing is freedom 
itself. Sailing isn’t just a physical adventure, but also mental and spiritual one… 

We distinguish four different levels in our sailing trips: 

1. Non-sailors: people who (almost) never sailed… Within a few hours comfortable sailing 
we can reach islands, where only a small boat can get to, we can anchor in a quiet bay to 
admire the scenery or a sunset. It is recommended for travel-lovers, people who like new 
experiences, the charm of small islands, who are interested in local gastronomy, jungle 
tours or scuba diving. 

2. Beginner sailors: people who want to learn sailing during their holiday. At this level we 
sail more, even at night. This is not a course: the practice and the theory are not separated, 
therefore realistic. For many years I taught sailing on the Lake Balaton, I really like 
teaching… 

3. Sailors: people who already have a few weeks sea-sailing experience. During these trips 
we sail non-stop more days even in heavy weather conditions. These tours offer excellent 
occasions to get more sailing skills, for self-testing and self-knowledge, and to “collect 
miles” as well (which sometimes is necessary for higher qualification). 

4. Experienced sailors: That can be a little bit extreme... For example you can join to my 
2012-13 ocean racing with a small racing yacht (Mini 6.50) for training or for longer 
(several days) non-stop competitions on the Atlantic Ocean (Bay of Biscay, English 
Channel, Irish Sea area). You can practice ocean-sailing, sailing on high seas (stormy 
conditions), and you can “collect miles” if needed. The boat can reach 14-17 knots, which 
is a special feeling. Astronomical navigation also can be practiced. 

Recommended sailing locations: Atlantic Ocean, Adriatic Sea, Aegean Sea, Mediterranean 
Sea, Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily, Malta, the Canary Islands, Capo Verde Islands, Caribbean, 
French Polynesia, Pacific islands, Indonesia, Thailand, Seychelles Islands etc., and of course 
the Lake Balaton. 

It is also possible to attend Adriatic regattas. If you are really interested in that, ask for more 
information by e-mail.  

Suggested sailing period: from 2-3 days up to 1-2-3 weeks, in any season (Spring, Summer, 
Autumn, Winter).  

http://meder.hu/eng/TeamBuilding.pdf


Before departure I prepare an accurate and detailed route plan with more options. I have 
experience and local knowledge all around the world, which guarantees the success of our 
trip. Furthermore I can provide any necessary assistance in organizing the travel, insurance, 
etc. 

For more information mail to: mederaron@gmail.com 

 

Peace and Wind! 

Méder Áron  
www.meder.hu 
aron@meder.hu 
Skype: mederaron  
~~~~_/) ~~~~~ Peace and Wind! ~~~~~_/) ~~~~  
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